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Status
 Closed

Subject
Icons Unseen with Fivealive Theme

Version
15.x

Category
Usability

Feature
Theme: Look & feel, Styles, CSS, Theme Control Center

Resolution status
Confirmed

Submitted by
John Morris

Volunteered to solve
Gary Cunningham-Lee

Lastmod by
John Morris

Rating
     (0) 

Related-to
 List GUI contrast issue

Description
In Tiki 15.4 the theme Fivealive does not display by default the Login, Preferences, Quick
Administration icons at the Top Module.

Describe precisely what you did (how to reproduce).
I installed fresh instance of TikiWiki 15.4 via Softaculous on shared hosting. I then activated the
Fivealive theme.
Describe exactly the faulty consequences.
Immediately the Top Module icons were missing, actually hiding because the text color is set at
white.
Explain what you expected instead of the faulty consequences.
I expected to see the icons at the Top module. The text color can be change to accommodate this
fault, but for a new user, this will be very confusing.

Solution
Theme stylesheet changes, etc. have made this problem go away as the problem isn't apparent in
recent Tiki versions.

Importance
7

Easy to solve?

https://dev.tiki.org/item6279-Icons-Unseen-with-Fivealive-Theme
https://dev.tiki.org/item6905-List-GUI-contrast-issue
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10 easy

Priority
70

Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)
Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tiki.org
Version:  Create show2.tiki.org instancetrunk ▼

Demonstrate Bug (older Tiki versions)

Ticket ID
6279

Created
Saturday 11 February, 2017 15:42:30 GMT-0000
by John Morris

LastModif
Tuesday 11 July, 2023 11:56:29 GMT-0000

Comments

Gary Cunningham-Lee 12 Feb 17 07:25 GMT-0000

What theme option is being used at the site where the problem was seen? (Fivealive is meant to be used
with a theme option, though it actually should display OK without one, and this isn't documented really.)
Also, what layout template is being used - the site header background images work in the "Classic Tiki"
and "Wider side columns" layouts, only, I believe. (There should be some text information for each
theme choice in the selector, maybe.)

John Morris 13 Feb 17 05:03 GMT-0000

Thanks for the feedback Gary. I did go through the options you listed above and I can now bring up
the icons when I change the layout from Basic Bootstrap to anything else.
Once I change the layout, the icons are seen. The last layout "Fixed Top Navbar 2 (Uses site icon +
"topbar" module zone) however does not support the display of "Recent Preferences" and "Quick
Admin" however you can see the "Login" text at the upper right of the header area.

So I guess it's more of a lack of documentation? I am coming from the perspective of a brand new
user who excitedly loads up an instance via Softaculous on their shared hosting, they choose
Fivealive, and they are met with missing login icon and others. Could be pretty frustrating for that
guy. Any suggestions are greatly appreciated. I understand this would be lowest priority. Perhaps it's
not even an issue at this point.

Gary Cunningham-Lee 13 Feb 17 05:16 GMT-0000

All the themes should at least work (everything that needs to be seen/used can be) with every
layout template. So the FiveAlive site header can work best in some layouts, but the icons, links,

https://dev.tiki.org/user11758
https://dev.tiki.org/user11758
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etc. should be visible in all of them. So this does need to be fixed.

John Morris 13 Feb 17 05:51 GMT-0000

Thanks sir.

Gary Cunningham-Lee 23 Sep 18 16:21 GMT-0000

I don't have a Tiki 15 to test with at the moment, since another PHP version is needed for Tiki
18 and newer. But I'll try to backport the fix that I believe was made for recent versions of Tiki.

Attachments

 filename created hits comment version filetype  

No attachments for this item

The original document is available at https://dev.tiki.org/item6279-Icons-Unseen-with-Fivealive-Theme
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